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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Overview

The mission of the Air Force includes deterrence of nuclear war through participation in the U.S. strategic triad. The triad consists of manned bombers, submarine-launched ballistic missiles, and land-based intercontinental ballistic missiles. Through these weapon systems the triad provides deterrence to aggression. Since the technology of our potential enemies eliminates any period of grace, these systems must be in a constant state of readiness. This degree of readiness relates directly to the ability of the maintenance organization to provide weapon systems that are "serviceable, safely operable, and properly configured to mission needs [34:1]." The missile maintenance units which supply these requirements are large, complex organizations "that require management to plan, organize, assemble resources, motivate, and control [34:1-3]." Maintenance managers and supervisors in a Strategic Air Command (SAC) missile maintenance organization play key roles in ensuring effective maintenance. This study is concerned with identifying missile maintenance supervision problems
so that missile maintenance units in SAC can better manage and supervise their activities and personnel.

Each SAC missile maintenance organization has some form of problem identification process. Many times, however, problem identification relates only to technical subjects concerning equipment or procedures. Problems with management, attitudes, supervisory styles, and morale are not as often identified. Little has been done in the way of exploratory studies to identify where problems lie in missile maintenance supervision. A holistic view to identifying problems in maintenance supervision can be valuable in providing an understanding of where the most severe problems are and which ones have the greatest possibility of success in being solved.

In this study there are two underlying assumptions. First, the people who plan, manage, supervise, and perform maintenance are the people who know best what the problems are. This assumption is closely related to a primary concept of quality circles, a management technique used to identify and solve problems. Second, in studying SAC missile maintenance supervision as a whole, specific problems will be exposed that can give SAC supervisors and leaders new perspectives from which to solve these problems.
The Air Force has established prescribed maintenance organizations and has assigned them responsibilities to contribute to the Air Force mission. Air Force Regulation (AFR) 66-1 states:

"Maintenance, as a functional element of the organization, is responsible for ensuring that Air Force material is serviceable, safely operable, and properly configured to meet the mission needs." (34:1)

The importance of maintenance to the Air Force and to SAC is paramount. AFR 66-1 points out that "the degree of equipment readiness which exists in an operating level organization must be directly related to the mission." (24:1-2) Since the Single Integrated Operations Plan (SIOP) requires a high alert rate for ICBMs, missile maintenance is tasked with constantly providing quality maintenance (31:Vol.1,p.1-1).

The missile maintenance complex provides maintenance production and data inputs for maintenance engineering decisions (33:2). The production element of maintenance, or maintenance production, concerns the actual work performed on equipment. Maintenance production is broken into two categories: on-equipment maintenance and off-equipment maintenance. On-equipment work is done on a specific, complete end-item such as an ICBM. This type of maintenance takes place generally at the launch facility (LF) or at the launch control facility (LCF) by a team
dispatched from the support base. Off-equipment maintenance is work performed on components which have been removed from the weapon system entity. This type of maintenance is performed in shops and laboratories at the support base or at depot level (33:1-4). Both types of maintenance production may involve functions such as removal and replacement, repair, inspection, servicing, calibration, adjustment, or lubrication of weapon system components (33:1-4).

Maintenance engineering is the technical element of the maintenance function. Through the basic inputs from the maintenance organization, Air Force technical agencies determine maintenance requirements and procedures compatible with maintenance concepts and equipment design. For example, a technical order with procedures for periodic inspection and replacement of a component based on reliability data for that component would be an output of maintenance engineering (33:1-4).

Maintenance production is the primary function of the wing level organization. A major objective of this production element is equipment maintenance. The main goal of equipment maintenance is to keep weapon systems and weapon system equipment ready to perform the mission at the least cost (33:2). AFR 66-14 outlines the objectives of Air Force equipment maintenance:
1. Establish and sustain a maintenance capability to carry out Air Force operations at all times.

2. Insure that Air Force maintenance organizations are designed, or are quickly adaptable, to support the wartime mission and that they can meet all operational needs.

3. Insure that all Air Force materiel is serviceable, operable, and configured to meet the mission.

4. Insure that maintenance planning starts in the conceptual phase of the acquisition process for each new system or equipment, and remains current throughout the life of the equipment (33:2).

In order to meet these objectives, that is, to maintain a maintenance capability, AFR 66-1 provides some guidelines:

1. Plans and schedules must be set up to make sure individuals are properly employed throughout the workshift.

2. Skill levels should be distributed throughout the maintenance organization and on workshifts to insure the best supervision, training, and mission support.

3. Additional resources should be requested and justified to insure continuous workloads or to help perform emergency workloads. When resources cannot be made available, reduced mission requirements may be necessary (34:1-2).
Minuteman ICBM Maintenance Structure
and Policy

All major commands are required to implement Air Force maintenance policies in managing maintenance resources. Strategic Air Command Regulation (SACR) 66-12, Volume I, outlines Air Force maintenance policy in terms of ICBM maintenance requirements:

All maintenance actions and all of management’s efforts must be dedicated to support of the Single Integrated Operations Plan (SIOP). A high alert rate is required; however, it must be the product of effective and safe management of assets without compromise of safety, security, or maintenance discipline [31: Vol.I,p.1-1].

The elements of this policy include weapon system, safety, workload, people, and management requirements.

1. An optimum number of ICBMs must be maintained on strategic alert (31:Vol.I,p.1-1).

2. Safety is critical to all maintenance activities in ICBM maintenance. ICBM maintenance is unique in that most maintenance is performed at launch facilities (LFs) or launch control facilities (LCFs) which are considerable distances from the support base. Nuclear, missile, explosive, and ground safety requirements are necessary since the work environment contains all three types of potential hazards (31:Vol.I,p.1-2).

3. Workload requirements include supervision, economy of resource utilization, repeat maintenance actions,

4. SACR 66-12, Volume I, states that people are a manager's most valuable asset, and that managers and supervisors must insure that their people are equipped, trained, and motivated to perform effective, quality maintenance (31:Vol.I,p.1-4).


A typical Minuteman wing has three or four operations squadrons of fifty missiles each. Each missile is controlled by a Launch Control Facility (LCF) which controls ten missiles. The missiles are dispersed in Launch Facilities (LF) five to eight miles apart, and are located anywhere from thirty to over one hundred miles away from the support base. The Minuteman maintenance unit in an ICBM wing follows a concept which uses decentralized specialists and strong centralized control. Maintenance in an ICBM unit utilizes the team, or maintenance crew concept. The Wing Commander is ultimately responsible for the operation of the wing, which includes the maintenance complex. Under the tri-deputate system (Operations, Maintenance, and Resources), the Deputy Commander for Maintenance is the manager responsible to the Wing Commander for providing
effective maintenance at the base level (21:p.1-2).
Figure 1-1 shows the organizational structure of the wing maintenance complex.

The Deputy Commander for Maintenance

Within the maintenance unit, the Deputy Commander for Maintenance (DCM) manages the entire maintenance complex. He or she is required to plan, schedule, control, and direct all maintenance resource utilization to meet mission needs. The DCM is responsible for all weapon system maintenance performed at LFs, LCFs, and at the support base by personnel assigned to maintenance staff and production agencies.

The Maintenance Staff

Through the maintenance staff agencies and maintenance production agencies, the DCM fulfills his basic responsibilities, which include: general management, safety and security, Emergency War Order (EWO) management, missile alert status management, workload management, people and organization management, quality assurance, training, and other functions (31:Vol.I,pp.2-1 to 2-3).

The DCM has an enlisted maintenance superintendent assigned to assist him or her in carrying out the basic responsibilities listed above. The maintenance superintendent serves as the primary observer of the daily
Fig. 1-1. Minuteman Wing Maintenance Organization
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maintenance production effort, and provides feedback to the DCM. The maintenance superintendent is also a link between the enlisted force and DCM (31:Vol.I,p.2-4).

The wide range of responsibilities of the DCM makes it necessary for him or her to have a staff appointed, with the requisite agencies, to provide specialists, help prepare plans, make recommendations, and make sure that quality maintenance is performed. In a Minuteman ICBM unit, the DCM staff agencies are Training Control Division, Maintenance Support Division, Maintenance Control Division, and Quality Control Division.

The Training Control Division schedules, monitors, and controls all training for the entire maintenance complex including upgrade training, job qualification training, management training, general training, special technical training, and recurring technical training (31:Vol.IV, pp.1-1 to 1-4). Training control is made up of two branches: Training Management Branch (TMB), and Team Training Branch (TTB). TMB is responsible for monitoring, scheduling, and controlling upgrade, job qualification, management, general, recurring, and special technical training programs. The objective of TMB is to train the individual technicians. TTB is responsible for training the Missile Maintenance Teams (MMTs), Electro-Mechanical Teams (EMTs), Facility Maintenance Teams (FMTs), and Periodic Maintenance Teams (PMTs) which are assigned to the missile maintenance
squadrons. The objective of TTB is to train technicians to perform as effective, coordinated teams (31:Vol.IV, pp.3-1 to 4-1).

The Maintenance Support Division provides support to other DCM staff agencies, including:

1. Administrative management for reports, correspondence, standard publications, and technical orders (T.O.s) through the Maintenance Administration Branch;

2. Management of all data automation and maintenance documentation through the Maintenance Data Branch;

3. Manpower, financial, facilities, mission support equipment, missile support plans, and long-range plans management through Maintenance Programs Branch;

4. Production and deficiency analysis through Maintenance Analysis Branch;


The Maintenance Control Division is charged with providing centralized control of the decentralized specialists and teams which perform the production effort. Maintenance control has three branches to accomplish this function: Scheduling Control, Job Control, and Materiel Control. Scheduling Control performs intermediate and short-range workload planning by assigning resources to maintenance requirements, which are reported by Maintenance
Support Division, technicians, and field supervisors. Job Control directs and controls all missile maintenance tasks and dispatches specialists to jobs. Job Control implements the daily schedule and other requirements not included in the daily maintenance plan. As a directing and controlling agency, Job Control, together with Scheduling Control, becomes a supervisory entity. Materiel Control provides coordination between maintenance and supply, and manages acquisition requests for the maintenance complex (31:Vol.III,pp.1-1 to 1-4).

The Quality Control Division ensures effective maintenance operations through inspections and evaluations of personnel, equipment, procedures, facilities, and technical data. In addition, Quality Control advises the DCM on matters of a technical and procedural nature and insures that technical and procedural standards are adhered to. Quality Control implements the SAC Maintenance Standardization and Evaluation Program (MSEP) to achieve a high standard of quality maintenance through technical competence, technical procedures, and compliance with technical publications and maintenance directives. Quality Control does this by technician evaluations, technical inspections, activity inspections, and special one-time or unusual situation inspections (20:pp.1-8 to 1-9).
The Missile Maintenance Squadrons

The missile maintenance squadrons are the units within the maintenance complex which have the primary function of maintenance production through on- and off-equipment maintenance. The squadron commanders are tasked with ensuring adequate production capability within the squadrons to meet the mission needs. The Squadron Commander has several responsibilities within this primary function:

1. To organize resources and provide direction, mission orientation, and guidance for effective squadron operations;
2. Insure safety and security of assigned equipment;
3. Provide for the health, welfare, and morale of personnel;
4. Administer discipline and military justice; and

While some of these responsibilities are delegated to other persons within the unit, the Squadron Commander is still ultimately accountable for them.

Assigned to the Squadron Commander is the squadron first sergeant. The job of the first sergeant is to promote the morale and welfare of the enlisted personnel,
assist in maintaining military discipline, and supervise the maintenance of squadron facilities. The first sergeant provides an informal link between the squadron enlisted personnel and the Commander (31:Vol.VI,p.1-2). The first sergeant can also be a great help to young supervisors in solving or preventing morale and discipline problems (21:1-20).

The maintenance supervisor in a missile maintenance squadron is responsible to the Squadron Commander for technical supervision and maintenance production of the entire squadron. Each branch in the squadron reports to him or her. The maintenance supervisor needs to understand the mission, production requirements, management concepts, and the lateral functions of other agencies and activities required for the maintenance effort (31:Vol.VI,p.1-3). To accomplish these responsibilities, the maintenance supervisor needs to know what happens in each function of the squadron. As a result, the officers and noncommissioned officers (NCOs) who work in the field as supervisors provide a feedback link to the maintenance supervisor. They also serve to act to implement the maintenance supervisor's policies (21:1-21). Figure 1-2 shows the hierarchy of supervision in a missile maintenance squadron.

Branch Chiefs are responsible to the maintenance supervisor for management of specific functional areas in the squadron. These specific functional areas are broken
Fig. 1-2. Supervisory Hierarchy, Squadron Level
down into production-oriented work centers which take the form of shops or team sections (31:Vol.VI.p.1-4).

Section chiefs are responsible to their respective branch chiefs for management, supervision, and training of assigned maintenance technicians. Section chiefs are primarily concerned with maintenance production scheduled by maintenance control. Maintenance officers and NCOs are assigned to sections or work centers to supervise people and maintenance production operations in the field. As such, their main duty as field supervisors is to monitor and supervise maintenance activities at the missile sites.

Team chiefs are responsible for the actual maintenance production work performed in the shops or in the field. The team chief is responsible for the work done by his or her team. The technicians are responsible for designated task performance to the team chief (31:Vol.VI. pp.1-5 to 1-11).

**Field Missile Maintenance Squadron.** The Field Missile Maintenance Squadron is responsible for inspection, calibration, repair, adjustment, modification, and replacement of components of support equipment. It is made up of the Shop Maintenance, Facility Maintenance, and Vehicle and Equipment Control Branches. When authorized, a Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory and Reentry Vehicle Branch may be assigned.
The Shop Maintenance Branch consists of the Mechanical Shop, Power-Refrigeration-Electric Shop, and the Electronics Laboratory. A Powered Aerospace Ground Equipment Shop may be assigned. The Facility Maintenance Branch contains the Facility Maintenance Team (FMT) Section, the Pneudraulics Section, the Corrosion Control Section, and the Periodic Maintenance Team (PMT) Section. The PMEL Branch, when assigned, maintains, calibrates, and certifies certain specified test equipment. The Vehicle and Equipment Control Branch (VECB) ensures serviceable vehicles and equipment are available to the maintenance teams for maintenance at the LFs or LCFs, including special tools, special-purpose vehicles, and other maintenance support equipment. The Reentry Vehicle Branch, when assigned, is responsible for maintenance on reentry vehicle warheads and related handling and test equipment. Figure 1-3 shows the organizational chart for the FMMS (30:Vol.VI.pp.3-1 to 3-4).

Organizational Missile Maintenance Squadron. The Organizational Missile Maintenance Squadron (OMMS) provides maintenance teams for missile maintenance support. OMMS teams perform on-equipment maintenance on selected end-items at LCFs, LFs, and on selected vehicles, support equipment, and (when assigned) transient aircraft. The squadron has a Missile Mechanical Branch, a Missile Electrical Branch, and, when assigned, a Transient Alert Branch.
Fig. 1-3. Field Missile Maintenance Squadron
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The Missile Mechanical Branch (MMB) transports, installs, and removes missiles, Reentry Vehicles, Reentry Systems, Propulsion System Rocket Engines, Emergency Rocket Communications Systems, and penetration aids sections. The Missile Handling Team (MHT) and the Missile Maintenance Team (MMT) sections perform these tasks. The Missile Electrical Branch (MEB) is made up of Electro-Mechanical Teams (EMTs) which are responsible for targeting and alignment of missiles, repair of electronic, surveillance, electrical, and access system components at LCFs and LFs. The Transient Aircraft Branch, when assigned, provides ground handling and servicing of transient aircraft. The structure of the OMMS is depicted in Figure 1-4 (31:Vol.VI.pp.3-5 to 3-6).

Justification

Several factors contribute to the importance of quality supervision in missile maintenance. These factors include the importance of quality production to meet the mission need; safety considerations; the extensive role supervision plays in the organizational structure of the maintenance complex; and the trend towards a younger, less experienced maintenance force.

The Air Force and SAC recognize that people are a manager's and supervisor's most valuable asset (31:Vol.I, p.1-4). As such, they must be properly equipped, trained, and motivated to perform quality maintenance. They must
Fig. 1-4. Organizational Missile Maintenance Squadron
also work in a safe environment. Constant attention to safety considerations is a critical task of the supervisor to enhance and ensure the welfare of his subordinates.

The sheer number of supervisors involved in the chain of command, or line of authority, causes the quality of supervision to be a significant factor in the maintenance production function. An enlisted team member must go through his or her team chief, field supervisor, section chief, branch chief, squadron maintenance supervisor, and squadron commander to reach the DCM level of supervisory authority. In addition, the staff functions exert authority in terms of supervisory requirements through Training, Quality Control, Scheduling, and Job Control. This elaborate system of supervisors is necessary in the face of the numerous weapon systems and safety requirements concerned.

A younger and less experienced missile maintenance force is cause for concern, since technical experience and supervisory experience is necessary to provide quality maintenance. Table 1-1 shows the force authorizations of the four principal enlisted technical AFSCs involved in missile maintenance and their actual force levels (28). In nearly every case, the experienced NCO ranks are undermanned while the younger, less experienced personnel authorizations are overmanned. The Selected Reenlistment Bonus (SRB) multipliers for each of these AFSCs is two times a
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFSC</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Assigned</th>
<th>Authorized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-7</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-6</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31600</td>
<td>E-5</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-4</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-1 thru 3</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316X2</td>
<td>E-7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-1 thru 3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>443X06</td>
<td>E-7</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-6</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-5</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-4</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-1 thru 3</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445</td>
<td>E-7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-5</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-4</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-1 thru 3</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
year's pay for the first reenlistment, and one time the base pay for each of the second and third reenlistments, indicating that the Air Force recognizes a shortage in experienced technicians and supervisors in these jobs (31: Atch. 6). Quality supervision is needed to help ensure proper, safe maintenance production.

Problems in supervision, then, are of major concern to the Air Force and SAC in ICBM maintenance. SAC and each ICBM unit must identify any important personnel and supervision problems with the intent of solving them in the best way possible. One way to identify problems within the maintenance environment is through the comments and perceptions of the people who manage, supervise, and perform maintenance. Their special expertise and daily contact with these problems gives them keen insight into areas which higher-level staff and managers might miss, especially personnel, attitude, and morale problems.

**Scope**

In 1980, 1981, and 1982, the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, conducted a large exploratory study to identify problems within Air Force Maintenance. The study encompassed maintenance units in aircraft and missile units in SAC and other major air commands. Three Minuteman maintenance units were included: Minot, Grand Forks, and
Whiteman Air Force Base. The researchers from the AFHRL collected data from individuals at each base using a purposeful sampling plan to ensure a cross-section of opinion. The data collected was based on qualitative, open-ended interviews where the interviewee expressed his or her perceptions concerning problems in missile maintenance. A detailed description of the precise manner in which the data was collected and categorized is included in the methodology chapter of this study. This research was confined to the three Minuteman missile maintenance organizations covered by the AFHRL study.

**Problem Statement**

ICBM maintenance supervision is a key ingredient to effective maintenance production. As such, it is an essential element in supplying the high alert rates necessitated by the mission requirements of the SIOP. Problems in supervision that go unnoticed could lead to problems in the maintenance production effort which is so necessary to mission effectiveness. Present trends indicate that supervision may play an even more important role in ensuring quality maintenance over the long term. There is a need to find the problems that exist in supervising the SAC ICBM maintenance effort so that they can be measured and dealt with according to their severity.
Research Objectives

1. Identify problems with supervision in SAC Minuteman ICBM maintenance.

2. Obtain a greater understanding of the factors which influence supervision from the point of view of those actively involved in missile maintenance.

3. Compare the three bases with respect to supervision problems to see if problems identified are local or more general in nature.

4. Provide a base from which detailed studies about quality supervision can be launched to find the best possible solutions.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The importance of quality maintenance to U.S. Air Force ICBM units was stated in Chapter I. Safe, high-quality, sustained equipment maintenance is required to support the high alert rates required by the SIOP. Supervision is an important part of providing that required maintenance effort. This chapter will review some of the literature concerning the supervisor's role in motivation and job satisfaction. Motivation is important to obtain high quality maintenance performance for the SAC ICBM force. Job satisfaction is important to both retention and motivation of the skilled technicians required for the maintenance effort.

Supervision and Motivation

The supervisor's job is related to the objective of Air Force maintenance: to get the work done, on time, at the least possible cost. To do this, the supervisor needs to motivate his subordinates to perform. Motivation can be viewed as being made up of attitudinal features either through traits of the workers, or through the motivational properties of the work environment. Motivational
traits of the workers include the predisposition to work, values, desires, or needs (22:411). Motivational properties of the work environment are concerned with the ways that the environment affects work behavior. Many factors which contribute to motivation have been linked to job performance, especially in the area of motivational environments, organizational size, supervision factors, and individual job factors (9:13).

Much of the literature concerning motivation is concerned with how a supervisor can extract more performance from a subordinate. For example, Locke postulates that providing clear, difficult, yet attainable, goals bring strong motivation to perform (25:157). Vroom's Valence-Instrumentality-Expectancy theory states that work effort and performance are derived from expectancy of a reward contingent to perform (35). Vroom and Porter both contend that individual satisfaction is a function of the rewards received contingent upon a proportionate level of performance (29:10).

Herzberg suggests a theory of motivation based on job design. His theory states that factors that motivate are not the same as factors that demotivate, or turn off, an employee. Work context factors that relate to the work environment, called hygiene factors, will not necessarily produce motivation in individuals, but can prevent motivation. Factors such as policies and administration,
supervision style, working conditions, interpersonal relations, pay, money, status, and security can adversely affect motivation if employees perceive that they are lacking. On the other hand, these hygiene factors will not produce motivation, at least for more than a short period of time. Motivator factors, such as achievement, recognition, challenging work, increased responsibility, advancement, and personal growth, motivate through the content of the work itself. Both hygiene and motivator factors must be present to produce motivation. By providing the hygiene factors to the extent that the workers are satisfied and by providing motivating job design, supervisors can effectively motivate people through the relationship between the job content and the feelings of the worker (8:145-146).

Hackman and Oldham suggest another model which provides a link between motivation factors and job satisfaction. Their job characteristics model states that certain job core characteristics lead to critical psychological states which influence behavioral outcomes of employees. Figure 2-1 shows a diagram of the model and its relationships (17:90). The core job characteristics of skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback provide high motivating potential within the job context. Individuals with high growth need strength should respond to these core dimensions and experience strong
Fig. 2-1. Hackman and Oldham's Job Characteristics Model
psychological states, or feelings, namely experienced meaningfulness of the work, experienced responsibility for outcomes of the work, and knowledge of the actual results of the work (contingent on feedback). These states can then be manifested through work outcomes, such as increased high internal work motivation, high growth satisfaction, high general job satisfaction, and high work effectiveness. Moderating factors, such as knowledge and skill, growth need strength, and context satisfactions can affect the degree to which the core dimensions affect the strength of the critical psychological states and their operationalization into work outcomes. These context factors, including satisfaction with pay, security, co-workers and supervision, can greatly affect the degree of employee response to the core dimensions (17:77-91).

Hall also puts forth a model based on a similar concept: that under certain conditions goal-directed behavior leads to psychological, or self perceived intrinsic success feelings. A diagram of this model is shown in Figure 2-2 (18:126). According to Hall, the conditions for psychological success include a certain degree of objective challenge, autonomy, and feedback, setting one's own goals, and independent effort. The working of this model depends on certain conditions contingent on the supervisor. According to a study by Hall and Schneider, supervisors have a great deal of influence over the
Fig. 2-2. Hall's Model of Psychological Success
objective challenge, autonomy, feedback, and support of the person on the job. Supervisors affect outcomes through supervisory style and other influences on work climate and contextual satisfiers. The contextual satisfiers act as intervening variables between motivation and satisfaction (18:126-128).

Motivation, then, is the drive to perform a job. A theme common to the theories of Herzberg, Hall, and Hackman and Oldham is that the supervisor can affect motivation in two principal ways. First, by providing satisfaction with work context factors such as supervisory style, working conditions, and other factors which affect the work climate, the supervisor can foster a positive (or at least not negative) attitude in employees toward their work. Second, by providing factors in job design such as interesting and challenging work, clarity, autonomy, feedback, and other factors which serve to actually motivate people, the supervisor can influence the content of the work.

Supervision and Job Satisfaction

Supervision is a key element in providing a motivating environment for subordinates, not only by providing the elements of motivating job design, but also by providing contextual job satisfaction within the work environment. The supervisor's job, then, includes ensuring satisfaction of his subordinates within the structure of
the job. In order to understand how a supervisor can affect worker job satisfaction, a discussion of the job satisfaction phenomenon is appropriate.

Most often, job satisfaction is termed an attitude of like or dislike of a person towards his or her job (22:410). Many definitions include "morale" as an interchangeable term (35:20), while others omit it by classing morale as a group attitude or phenomena much like "esprit de corps" (7:150). Job satisfaction is viewed as multidimensional, including attitudes toward the overall job as well as attitudes toward specific facets of the job. Job satisfaction is considered most often to be made up of several factors:

(1) attitudes toward work group, (2) general working conditions, (3) attitude toward the company, (4) monetary benefits, and (5) attitudes toward supervision [2:22].

Since this study focuses on individual perceptions and attitudes about supervision, a differentiation between group morale and individual job satisfaction is appropriate.

One traditional approach to visualizing job satisfaction is through a continuum, with job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction as polar opposites. The individual moves along the continuum in response to changes in the factors which affect his or her level of satisfaction (1:322).

Another approach is Herzberg's two-factor theory in which two continuums exist, one for job satisfaction and
the other for job dissatisfaction. According to this theory, hygiene factors affect the level of job dissatisfaction. Hygiene factors are composed of things like organization policy, working conditions, and technical supervision. Motivator factors, referring to the intrinsic aspects of the work itself, affect the level of job satisfaction. Motivator factors include the degree of satisfaction and self-actualization derived from doing the work itself. Implicit in Herzberg's theory is the contention that greater worker satisfaction will lead to increased performance (19:115-116,118,126). Much study has been conducted on Herzberg's theory, with many researchers disputing his contention that hygiene factors do not affect job satisfaction but do affect job dissatisfaction (36:41).

Many studies have been conducted concerning the relationship between job satisfaction and performance. Most of the studies failed to show a significant relationship between the two (6:346-424). However, research has found that satisfaction results from rewards contingent on performance (29:1-10).

Job satisfaction correlates negatively to turnover and absenteeism (9:22). Work-related factors, including the amount of feedback, autonomy, responsibility, and people-oriented leadership factors are negatively related to turnover (26:43,58-59,63). Turnover behavior was found to be strongly related to intentions to search for
alternatives, which in turn was predictable by job satisfaction (3:350). Turnover and absenteeism can affect the long-term profitability and effectiveness of an organization through costs of training new personnel and time lost due to absenteeism and work adjustment periods for new personnel (9:22). A study by Hom and Hulin on reenlistment intentions showed that several factors in supervision correlate with reenlistment intention. Consideration by commanding officer and first sergeant and structure provided by commander and first sergeant were significant positive correlators of intention to reenlist. Officer support and satisfaction with immediate supervisors and first sergeants were also significant positive correlates of reenlistment intention, while officer control was a significant negative correlate of reenlistment intention (20:30-31,34).

Motivational tools and leader behavior may not always bring about changes in productivity, motivation, and morale. As stated earlier, the general relationship between performance and satisfaction is weak even though satisfaction may contribute to organizational effectiveness. Griffin found that there seems to exist significant relationships between leadership behavior variables and satisfaction, but not necessarily productivity. Thus, the primary impact of an appropriate supervisory behavior is more effective toward attitudes than toward behavior (15:665).
The supervisor-subordinate relationship has often been cited as a key element in expressed worker satisfaction. This is manifested through either the consideration given the worker by the supervisor, or through the employee's perception that agreement exists between the supervisor and employee on how work should be done (4:14-17). Participative management in an organization is not only considered an important tool for motivation and increasing performance but also a factor in increasing the level of job satisfaction (7:9). Increased involvement with the goals of an organization has also been found to raise satisfaction (24:77). Competence, experience, technical expertise, and other elements which lead to supervisor credibility also play an important role in job satisfaction (9:15).

Looking deeper into the supervisor-subordinate aspect of satisfaction, the quality of the supervisor-subordinate relationship seems to have an effect on both motivation and satisfaction. Liden and Graen found that subordinates who reported good rapport with their bosses seemed to contribute more to their work group, to assume more job responsibility, and to generally rate as higher performers than those who did not (13:451). In another study, the leader-member exchange was cited as a significant factor in producing gains in satisfaction and productivity in a public service organization (14:109).
Klimoski found that the impact of managerial behavior on motivational job design was important in that supervisory behavior influenced effort expenditure, job performance, and many facets of job satisfaction (23:543). In a study by Paul and Gross, management-initiated organizational development led to both increased productivity and to job satisfaction. Through interviews, team-building workshops, counseling, process consultancy, and management training, organizational productivity and job satisfaction was increased significantly (16:59).

Job satisfaction, then, is an attitude of an individual toward his or her work. The supervisor affects job satisfaction in many ways. High levels of supervisory support, consideration toward employees, and other factors of supervisory style which contribute to good rapport between supervisors and subordinates increases individual satisfaction. Technical expertise, competence, experience, and other factors which lead to supervisor credibility also affect job satisfaction. The supervisor also affects job satisfaction by impacting job design and through participative goal-setting. All these ways that a supervisor impacts job satisfaction are important to set the stage for producing motivation and to retain satisfied, committed employees.
Conclusion

Motivation is the individual's drive to perform. Job satisfaction is the individual's attitude concerning the work situation. Job satisfaction is important to motivation because lack of job satisfaction can adversely affect motivation and retention. The presence of job satisfaction does not guarantee motivated people will have increased performance. Supervision can affect both job satisfaction and motivation. Supervisory style, credibility, and impacts on job design can help produce satisfaction. Satisfaction needs to be present in an individual to obtain the full effects of motivating job design. Supervision also affects motivating job designs to produce motivated workers. The end result can be a high performance organization made up of motivated, committed, and satisfied individuals.
CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

This study has four objectives: identify problems, obtain a better understanding of factors, provide a base for further study, and compare sampled bases. Three of these objectives, identify, understand, and provide a base, are basically exploratory actions. Qualitative methodology is appropriate to this study because the emphasis is on discovery of problems, ideas, and insights. In addition to this emphasis, the detailed description of how these problems, ideas, and insights fit into a unique environment within Air Force maintenance is important.

Many exploratory studies have the purpose of formulating a problem for more precise investigation or of developing hypotheses. An exploratory study may, however, have other functions: increasing the investigator's familiarity with the phenomenon he wishes to investigate in a subsequent, more highly structured study, or with the setting in which he plans to carry out such a study; clarifying concepts; establishing priorities for further research; gathering information about practical possibilities for carrying out research in real-life settings; providing a census of problems regarded as urgent by people working in a given field of social relations [30:51].

This study is based on qualitative, rather than quantitative, data. There should be no argument implied that qualitative may be better or worse than quantitative
methods, rather an understanding that there are situations when qualitative methods are more appropriate.

Qualitative data consist of detailed descriptions of situations, events, people, interactions, and observed behaviors; direct quotations from people about their experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and thoughts. . . . The data are collected as open-ended narrative without attempting to fit program activities or peoples' experiences into predetermined, standardized categories such as the response choices that comprise typical questionnaires or tests [27:22].

A standard survey or questionnaire with predetermined subject categories could bias the responses to fit a researcher's model or preconception of problems in the maintenance environment. Since a holistic view of missile maintenance supervision is desirable, and given the goals of the study, qualitative methods were employed. Patton states the appropriateness of using qualitative methods as follows:

Quantitative measures are succinct, parsimonious, and easily aggregated for analysis; quantitative data are systematic, standardized, and easily presented in a short space. By contrast, the qualitative measures are longer, more detailed, and variable in content; analysis is difficult because responses are neither systematic nor standardized. Yet the open-ended responses permit one to understand the world as seen by the respondents. The purpose of gathering responses to open-ended questions is to enable the researcher to understand and capture the points of view of other people without predetermining those points of view through prior selection of questionnaire categories [27:28].

The understanding of points of view and of the environment is critical to the value of this study, since it is based on the assumption that the perceptions of people actively involved in the study setting are important
Sources for problem identification and solution. This assumption is similar to the primary assumption of quality circles, a popular concept used in industry. Through quality circles, groups of employees get together to identify, study, and solve problems in their own work environment through their own specialized knowledge of the problem and their environment. The success of quality circles has proved that workers have important insights into problems in the work environment, and that management would do well to utilize these insights in identifying, understanding, and solving problems (12:71). This study attempts to use that same resource to identify and understand problems concerning supervision within Air Force ICBM maintenance environment.

The AFHRL conducted the parent study for this research with many of the same goals as this study in mind. In that study personnel were interviewed in three phases: active duty aircraft units, Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard units, and missile units (11:3). The data for this study was obtained from the missile portion of the AFHRL interview responses through the AFHRL, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. What follows is a description of how the AFHRL obtained and categorized the data.
AFHRL Procedures

Planning and Pretests

To ensure that the open-ended interview technique would provide the desired quantity and quality of data, the AFHRL conducted three pretests. Interview techniques and coding forms were developed and modified throughout the pretest phase so that data collection and reduction would be as efficient as possible. To eliminate the possibility of interviewer preconceptions entering into the interview, only general questions about subjects such as things that would improve Air Force maintenance or that interfere with doing maintenance jobs were asked. A prompting list (Figure 3-1) was developed for use in cases where the subject interviewed had talked only about one topic or did not grasp the purpose of the interview (11:6).

The pretests consisted of a one-day tryout at the 178th Tactical Fighter Group, Ohio National Guard, in Springfield, Ohio; a one-week tryout at the 1st Tactical Fighter Wing at Langley AFB; and a full-scale pretest at the 314th Tactical Airlift Wing, Little Rock AFB, Arkansas. The full-scale pretest included the use of data collection procedures and forms, data reduction, and data analysis. All of the pretests were conducted from 4 April 1980 to 19 September 1980 by AFHRL researchers (10:3-4).

The categorization system was begun from the data collected at the pretests. This system was completely
Technician Needs

Technical Competence
Self
Experience
Training—Technical School
On-the-Job Training
Field Training Detachment
Cross Utilization Training
Career Development Course
Professional Military Education

Methods Support
Troubleshooting Procedures
Technical Orders
Inspection Work Cards
Maintenance Office
Instructions
Local Work Rules
Regulations
Forms Preparation
Job Scheduling

Others
Technicians
Supervisors
Officers

Work Environment
Physical
Cold/Heat
Lighting
Noise
Space/Facilities
Transportation
Psychological
Supervision
Work Pressure
Organizational
Job Structure
Combat Oriented
Maintenance
Organization/66-1
Work Distractions/
Non-Maintenance Duties

Motivation
Job Satisfaction
Job Status
Job Involvement/Caring
Identification with Unit
Desire to do a Complete Job
Patriotism
Feedback
Discipline/Conformity
Off Duty Factors—Living
Conditions, Housing
Recreation, Social
Interactions

Equipment Support
Hand Tools
Test Equipment
Aerospace Ground Equipment
Automatic Test
Special Tools
Protective Clothing
Spare Parts
Bench Stock
Prime Equipment

Psychological
Supervision
Work Pressure
Organizational
Job Structure
Combat Oriented
Maintenance
Organization/66-1
Work Distractions/
Non-Maintenance Duties

Personnel Policy
Selection
Promotion
Assignment
Retention
Transfer
Pay
Benefits
Enlisted Incentives

Fig. 3-1. Technician Needs Prompting Device
data-driven, and no preconceived model of maintenance was used to manipulate the data. Figure 3-2 shows the categorization scheme used, with the index numbers used for computer retrieval (11:8).

Data Collection

Approximately 100 interviews were conducted by AFHRL personnel at each of 16 aircraft maintenance units and approximately 53 interviews at each of four missile bases. Each interview was approximately one hour in length in which only open-ended questions were used to obtain responses from the subject. Once responses from the subject were obtained the interviewer asked clarifying questions to explore topics chosen by the subject. Each interview was a one-on-one process and started by the interviewer outlining the project goals, explaining the voluntary confidential nature of the project, and asking the subject to sign a Privacy Act statement. Subjects were allowed to retain a copy of the Privacy Act form if desired. The interviewer then filled out a biographical data sheet on the subject and the interviewer began the interview, using a checklist to use in conducting the interview (10:9). Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5 show the Privacy Act, biographical data, and interview guideline forms (10:15-17). Statements were recorded by taking notes. Immediately following the interview the interviewer transcribed the notes onto
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

In accordance with paragraph 30, AFR 12-35, the following information is provided as required by the Privacy Act of 1974.

A. This interview is part of an effort by the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) to explore various alternatives for improving maintenance operations. The interview provides an avenue of communications between the individuals directly involved in maintaining Air Force equipment and AFHRL. The information gathered in these interviews will be used to generate possible improvements in maintenance and personnel procedures and environment.

B. Your participation in this interview is entirely voluntary. If you choose to participate, you are encouraged to provide complete and accurate information, in the interests of improving the maintenance job and the psychological climate in which it is performed. However, no adverse action of any kind will be taken against any individual who declines to provide any or all of the information requested.

C. Your participation in this study will be strictly anonymous. The information you provide will be combined with information from other participants. Full confidentiality of your responses will be maintained in processing the data and in reporting the results. Your name or organization will not be associated with the information you provide in any resulting report.

D. If you choose to participate in this interview, please sign below to indicate that you have read this statement.

E. If you wish, you may retain a copy of this notice. Simply detach and keep the second sheet of this form.

Signature __________________________ Date ____________

Fig. 3-3. Privacy Act Statement
Figure 3-2. Statement Categorization Scheme--Phase III
INTERVIEW PROCEDURES

1. Introduce yourself and organization.
2. Briefly discuss project goals.
3. Stress confidentiality and voluntary participation.
5. Collect biographical data.
6. Ask what kind of work subject does.
7. Ask: What do you think could be done to improve Air Force maintenance?
   What do you think could improve your work and attitude on the job?
   What do you think is the best thing about this squadron? The Air Force in general?
8. If subject "runs down" within the first half hour, present the "Technician Needs" list and say: "This is a list of topics we believe has some of the important factors in Air Force maintenance. We would like you to take a look at it and see if there is anything else there you'd want to comment on. You certainly do not have to talk about any of these."
9. Thank the subject.

Fig. 3-4. Interview Procedures
0026 BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

(1) BASE CODE: ___ NAME: ________________________ (2) SUBJ #:__
(3) AGE: ___ (4) SEX: ___ (5) RACE: ___ (6) MAR. STATUS: ___
(7) MIL. SPOUSE: _______ (8) # DEP. CHILD. _______
(9) PREFIX: _______ (10) AFSC: ___ (11) SUFFIX: ___ (12) SEI:___
(13) JOB TITLE: ________________________________
(14) MIL/CIV CODE: ___ (15) MIL GRADE: ___ (16) CIV GRADE: ___
(17) DUTY TYPE: _______ (18) AFRES/ANG STATUS: ________________
(19) TIME IN SERVICE: _____ months (20) TIME IN MAINT: _____ months
(21) TIME SINCE HANDS-ON: _____ months (22) TIME IN SUPV: _____ months
(23) R/A TIME IN ACTIVE DUTY: _____ (24) R/A TIME SINCE ACT. DTY:___
(25) CMD/AGCY CODE: _______________ (26) CMD LEVEL CODE: __________
(27) ORGANIZATION-POSITION DATA: 66-5(1) _______ 66-1(2) _______

_____________________________ _______________________
DCA (01) MMCS (02) ADMIN (03) PRO/MB (04)____
TNG. MGT (05) PROD. ANAL (06) QC/QA (07)____
PLANS/SCED-DOC (08) JOB CON (09) MAT CON (10)____
AGS (21) EMS (22) CRS (23)____
OMS (31) FMS (32) AMS (33) MMS (34)____

_____________________________ _______________________
UNCODABLE (44) ______ (28) SUPPLEMENT: ____________________

(29) SQUADRON: ______________________ (30) WEAPONS SYSTEMS: __________
(31) INT. DATE: ____ y ____ m ____ d (32) TIME: _______________________
(33) INTERVIEWER: _______________________________________

Fig. 3-5. Biographical Data Form
coding forms and categorized the responses. Figure 3-6 shows the forms used in this process (10:18).

Each statement was allowed to fit up to three categories if the statement covered more than one subject area. As a result, a statement made about job satisfaction might also be classed in organizational commitment and retention categories (10:18).

Sampling

Since the emphasis was on obtaining data from all levels of the maintenance complex and from each specialty, some purposive and some random sampling was used. Certain specialties were interviewed at every base. Several names were randomly selected from a personnel roster obtained from the AFHRL data base at Brooks AFB in each of the desired Air Force specialty codes (AFSCs). A list of the individuals thus chosen was then sent to each of the bases, with the understanding that the named individuals be made available for interviewing as schedules permitted (10:9).

Data Analysis Methodology

The data for this study is limited to the three Minuteman missile bases contained in the AFHRL data. The analysis includes a summary of all three bases and individual analysis of each base. The analysis began by obtaining a printout of the data for the bases and categories desired. While reading each statement, key words which
Fig. 3-6. Example of Transcription and Coding Forms
most aptly expressed the topic of the statement were highlighted. As this process continued, various themes began to emerge. After all the statements in a particular theme had been identified, a score according to base and category was kept to differentiate between categories, both overall and between bases.

A result of the above analysis is an integrated summary of the three bases, showing the number of statements concerning a topic as the level of concern for a problem in that area. It should be pointed out that only statements considered as expressing a negative reaction to a phenomena or concern for a problem are included, since the emphasis is on identifying and prioritizing problems.

Another result of the analysis is an individual summary of each of the three bases, with the number of statements about a theme or topic used as the expressed level of concern. This is used to differentiate between the bases and discern if similar problems are of equal or unequal concern at the three bases.

Finally, a paragraph summary explaining the problem areas identified and the characteristics of each area as expressed by the subjects' statements is included to lend greater understanding to the problem areas themselves.

The categories chosen for analysis all concern perceptions of the interviewees concerning supervision as related to job satisfaction and motivation. As explained
in the introduction and in the literature review, supervision plays a key role in quality maintenance production and in the job satisfaction and motivation of the line personnel responsible for that production. Specifically, categories were chosen that had particular bearing on: supervisory style including support, consideration, and discipline; supervisory credibility, including supervisory training, technical expertise, competence, and experience; satisfaction with job design and how supervision impacts the job design such as support, autonomy, clarity, challenge, and goal acceptance. Figure 3-7 shows the categories chosen for analysis.

One comparison of the three bases is made by comparing the raw score of responses in a topic area expressed as a percentage of the total responses in that area over the three bases. Another comparative test is through the Friedman $F_r$ test for a randomized block design. In this test, the number of responses in a topic area is expressed as a percentage of the total number of responses over the three bases in this study. The data are placed in treatments by base and in blocks according to category or topic area. The test is then conducted to determine if the three bases are significantly different in their responses or not. The outline of the test follows.
Supervisor Credibility
  Supervisor Competence
  Officer Competence
  Officer Training
  Management/PME (Professional Military Education) Training
  Respect for Supervisors/Role Models

Job Design/Motivation
  Desire to do Responsible, Meaningful Work
  Desire to do a complete job
  Job Involvement/Caring/Retiring on the Job
  Feedback
  Job-Task Satisfaction

Supervisory Style
  General Supervisory Style
  NCO Supervisory Style
  Maintenance Officer Supervisory Style
  Squadron Commander Supervisory Style
  DCM and Higher Management Supervisory Style
  Discipline
  Work Pressure:
    Requirement for perfection
    Length of work shift/day/week

Fig. 3-7. Categories Chosen for Analysis
1. Null hypothesis: the probability distributions of the response rates are identical for the three bases.

2. Alternate hypothesis: at least two of the probability distributions differ.

3. Test statistic:

\[ F_r = \frac{12}{bk(k+1)} \sum_{j=1}^{k} R_j^2 - 3b(k+1) \]

where

- \( b \) = the number of topic areas (blocks),
- \( k \) = the number of bases (treatments), and
- \( R \) = the rank sum of the jth treatment, computed relative to its own block.

4. Assumptions:
   a. The treatments are randomly assigned within the blocks.
   b. The measurements can be ranked within the blocks.
   c. The number of blocks or treatments must be greater than five to ensure adequate chi-square approximation.

5. Rejection region:

\[ F_r > \chi^2_a \text{ with (k-1) degrees of freedom (5:699).} \]

From the above data analysis, the research objectives of the study should be attained. Problems in the SAC ICBM maintenance complex with respect to supervision
will be identified and factors which affect them should be more clearly understood. A comparison of the three bases may serve to indicate the generalness or specificity of problems, and a base of identifiable problems will be available to start more quantifiable studies or initiate change from.
CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Introduction

The results of this study are in three forms: relative frequencies, the Friedman $F_r$ test, and the descriptive summaries. The tabular formats and histograms depict the relative frequency of comments in each topic category for each base and over the entire three-base sample. Expressed in raw numerical and percentage terms, these frequencies can help show the relative level of concern perceived for each of the categories. The Friedman $F_r$ test determines whether or not the three sampled bases have approximately the same amount of concern for each category. In other words, this test shows if the concern of individuals is distributed the same at each of the three bases. The descriptive summaries express the specific problems perceived as a trend or theme in each category by each base and over the whole sample.

Relative Frequencies

Tables 4-1 and 4-2 show the relative frequency of statements made in each category, expressed as raw frequency and as percent respectively. Figures 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4 depict the frequencies graphically by base and overall, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Frequencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor Competence</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer Competence</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer Training</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management/PME Training</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect for Supervisors</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible Work Desire</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire to Complete/Care</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job-Task Satisfaction</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor Style--General</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory Style--NCO</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory Style--Officers</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory Style--Sq. Cmdr.</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory Style--DCM</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure for Perfection</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Pressure--Hours</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor Competence</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer Competence</td>
<td>.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer Training</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management/PME Training</td>
<td>.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect for Supervisors</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Desire</td>
<td>.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job-Task Satisfaction</td>
<td>.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor Style--General</td>
<td>.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory Style--NCO</td>
<td>.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory Style--Officers</td>
<td>.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory Style--Sq. Cmdr.</td>
<td>.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory Style--DCM</td>
<td>.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline</td>
<td>.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure for Perfection</td>
<td>.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Pressure--Hours</td>
<td>.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4-1. Relative Frequencies, Base A
Fig. 4-2. Relative Frequencies, Base B
Fig. 4-3. Relative Frequencies, Base C
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Fig. 4-4. Relative Frequencies, Overall
Tabulating the results and constructing the histograms shows the relative level of concern for problems in the different categories. Base A showed the most concern for the supervisory style of the DCM and higher management, followed by the work pressure created by long work shifts, desire to do meaningful work, and NCO supervisory style. Feedback and officer competence were also objects of concern. Base B also gave DCM and higher management's supervisory style the most concern, followed by the desire to do meaningful work and officer competence. Comments about the work shift and feedback were the next in line of concern. Base C considered DCM and higher management's supervisory style of equal importance to the desire to do meaningful, responsible work as the categories of highest concern. The length of work shifts, desire to do a complete job and caring about the work were the next highest levels of concern. NCO leadership style and feedback were also treated with concern, with officer competence and discipline considered lesser problems.

Over all of the bases together the results show that concern for the supervisory style of the DCM and higher management was considered the largest problem. Desire for meaningful, responsible work was next in importance with the length of work shift related to job pressure and officer competence in decreasing order of concern.
Feedback and NCO supervisory style were also considered problems, but those categories do not stand out as much as the others.

Test for Similarity

The Friedman $F_r$ test tests whether or not the responses from the three bases are distributed similarly. At a level of significance of 0.10 and $(k - 1) = 2$ degrees of freedom, the rejection region for the null hypothesis is $F_r > 4.60517$. That is, if the test statistic is greater than $\chi^2_{.10}$ with $k - 1 = 2$ df, the hypothesis that the three bases are equal in their distribution of concern will be rejected in favor of the alternate hypothesis. In this case, the $F_r$ value is 21.0735, which is greater than 4.60517, and as such the null hypothesis is rejected. The responses are not equally distributed with their concern for the different categories. Table 4-3 shows the tabular list used to calculate the $R$ values. Calculation of the test statistic is as follows:

$$F_r = \frac{12}{bk(k+1)} \sum_{j=1}^{k} R_j - 3b(k+1)$$

$$F_r = \frac{12}{(17)(3)(3+1)} \left(41^2 + 32.5^2 + 33^2 \right) - (3)(17)(3+1)$$

$$F_r = 21.0735$$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Base A</th>
<th></th>
<th>Base B</th>
<th></th>
<th>Base C</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative Freq.</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Relative Freq.</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Relative Freq.</td>
<td>Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management/PME</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect for Supervisors</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Desire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire to Complete/Care Feedback</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job-Task Satisfaction</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory Style</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCO</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officers</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sq. Cdr.</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.090</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure for perfection</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Pressure-Hours</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ R_A = 41 \quad R_B = 32.5 \quad R_C = 33 \]
Since:

\[ F_r > 4.60517, \]

Reject \( H_0 \),

and at least two of the bases are distributed differently.

Descriptive Summaries

These descriptive summaries discuss the themes which emerged from each problem area. The summaries discuss these themes by base and together to help give an understanding of the similarities and differences between each base, and the pervasiveness of the problems commented on. The themes discussed comprise a major portion of the subject statements in each category.

Supervisor Competence

This category refers to NCO supervisors, separate from officer supervisors. Responses from Base A indicated that lack of experience in evaluators and supervisors was perceived to be a problem. Base B indicated almost unanimously that NCO supervisor competence is a problem, with five out of six responses citing lack of proficiency and experience. Base C was basically indeterminate on this subject; yet, over the three bases, lack of proficiency and experience was considered the main thrust of problems in this area.
Officer Competence

Base A considered inexperience to be the main thrust of problems in this area. Base B showed very strong indications that officer inexperience was the definite problem in this area, with all twenty statements indicating problems. Base C was also unanimous in this respect, with seven responses. At each base the respondents focused mostly on junior officers used as field supervisors. Some typical comments are:

The junior officer doesn't know enough to do more than get in the way. The NCO is frustrated and gives up. The AF just has too many people in the chain of command.

A lot of flight officers are worthless. They don't know their jobs yet. . . . They get technical training, but what they learn isn't of much benefit. They go through a TTB familiarization course, but it doesn't teach them enough. It puts them in a bad position because they are responsible but don't know enough.

A secondary theme in the officer competence area concerned qualified maintenance officers in senior positions. An example of the feeling in this area is this response:

You should never have a DCM who doesn't have maintenance experience. It's frustrating when he doesn't know what you do. . . . Ops guys go to maintenance and become commanders or DCMs.

Officer Training

The officer training category went along with the officer competence comments on the whole. Base A did not have any comments which pointed out a trend but both the
other bases emphasized that officers need more technical and management training. Overall, the emphasis was on the need to train officers more thoroughly in both technical and management areas. A typical response in this area follows.

The jobs Lts do in missiles could be done more efficiently by NCOs, who know the job. We need a better training program for officers in missiles. They should develop a program, taught by NCOs for Lts and Ops officers. It would help maintenance too.

Management/PME Training

This category centered on management and professional military education training given to NCOs. At all the bases, only positive comments were recorded concerning the training itself. The only negative comments or problems in this area concerned a desire to exercise the knowledge gained in the training, and these comments were too few to call a trend.

Respect for Supervisors/Role Models

The comments in this area did not compose any single trend in a problem area but were of a general nature. Comments ranged from concern about officer competence to the amount of consideration or caring given to subordinates by their supervisors.
Desire To Do Responsible, Meaningful Work

Each of the three bases considered not doing work that they considered meaningful and challenging a problem. Base A cited eleven out of fourteen cases, Base B cited nineteen out of twenty-three, and Base C cited ten out of twenty-one cases where pulling details, working below one's level of expertise, and non-task related work were considered problems. A typical comment states:

There is a problem in the way we get new people. . . . Sometimes we will get a bunch in and they will wait for 6 months to get into TTB. In that 6-month period, they are pretty much unproductive. They get details (cleaning, etc.) because they can't do anything else. We lose a lot of them (they lose interest) during this period.

Desire To Do a Complete Job/
Desire About Doing the Job

At the three bases individually, no trend developed in this category that could be called a major portion of the responses. However, the need to see an end product of the work was an often-mentioned desire, along with the lack of caring about the job as a result of waiting long periods of time to do meaningful work. No one quote can typify the range of statements in this area.

Feedback

Feedback is another area where the themes were fairly constant across the three bases. Base B responses indicated a subtheme which cited the excessive paperwork
and effort required to get commendations as a problem but, overall, the need for appreciation and recognition from supervisors and management was the most prevalent comment. The technicians at Base C had many positive comments about their DCM and his staff being visible and showing concern for people, but the other bases registered lack of a "pat on the back" as a recurring problem.

I would like to see the kids get more recognition. They are hungry for it. They don't get it from the O6s [Colonels]. I would like more letters of appreciation. If they screw up, they hear about it right away. I would like to see higher management in the dispatch area between 6 and 8 in the morning. It tells the team that someone cares for them.

The above comment sums up the situation. Other comments ranged from a desire to see an end product of their work, such as a launch, to the worthlessness of commendations due to management giving "turns" to the different shops and divisions in the organization.

Job-Task Satisfaction

The three bases were fairly close in their assessment of problems in the job satisfaction area, but varied some in degree. Base A cited lack of challenge and variety as a problem, with too much time spent on non-task-related areas contributing to dissatisfaction. Base B considered lack of control and authority to do a job as the major problem, with lack of challenge associated with waiting to do a meaningful task running second. Base C considered
working below one's level of expertise at non-challenging tasks and lack of variety as the major problems. Over the three bases, the main issue seemed to be that technicians and NCOs were working below their level of expertise at boring, make-work, non-challenging jobs. Much of this situation was attributed to "halls and walls" details pulled while waiting for training and to junior officers taking over some team chief responsibilities as field supervisors. Some typical comments on this subject follow.

They come here expecting to work on missiles, but they wait 6 to 8 months to get into TTB. By then they have an attitude problem.

and;

I can't use a lot of the knowledge and experience I've got. I find myself feeling bad because I just don't have any challenge. The most challenging thing here is getting the truck loaded on time.

Supervisory Style

This topic refers to five categories: general supervisory style, supervisory style comments about NCOs, maintenance officers, squadron commanders, and the DCM and higher management. The reason for putting the categories together is that the comments in all the categories concerned the same basic subjects, with the themes running parallel between categories at the individual bases.

The biggest problem at Base A was perceived to be micromanagement. Twenty statements concerned micromanagement and "over-the-shoulder management" by all levels of
supervision from the junior officer (field supervisor) to SAC headquarters. Lack of autonomy and authority to do a task bothered people from the technicians up to the DCM. Some typical comments:

The "Buck Stop" program has never been deader than it is now. We're not allowed to make decisions at levels where they should be made.

There's been an increase in micromanagement and a decrease in morale. You work all day getting answers to why things went wrong yesterday. The senior manager shouldn't have to have most of that information. Not only do they not need it, they often forget that they asked you for it.

Base B also cited micromanagement as a serious problem, but cited lack of consideration and support from supervisors and management as being more serious:

Management doesn't seem to care about the morale of personnel, only about the number of dispatches. The problems don't go away, but they act like you have to push all the time.

Teams have little confidence in management. They get little support, and don't feel anyone cares. It destroys their motivation.

Another problem theme at Base B was crisis management. Not being able to stick to a schedule due to unscheduled maintenance causes last-minutes changes:

There's too much crisis management. They use stop-gap measures to deal with problems, instead of investigating the problem. They spend a lot of time passing paper when they need to find the real source of the problem.

At Base C, the main problem was overwhelmingly micromanagement. Complaints ranged from the technician to the DCM, and concerned problems with SAC headquarters down
to the NCO level. The comment most often seen was "give me a job and [let me] be allowed to do it" or something very similar. Many of the comments were directed at micro-management at the DCM and job control level. Too much high-level involvement in day-to-day business is cited as making people nervous about doing their jobs.

Over the three bases, the most prevalent problem noted was micromanagement at all levels of the organization, mostly originating from the top. For example:

Every morning we have a captain from SAC call, wanting to know the status of our missiles. Not only does he want to know that status, but also what kind of maintenance we are doing on it, what's the NORS [Not Operationally Ready for Supply] status, how many maintenance teams have been dispatched, when they were dispatched, and when we're going to send the next team. Then he checks to see if we dispatched it on time. If it wasn't, why not? He uses this info to brief a colonel, who then briefs a 2-star. . . . The 2-star probably needs to know what the alert rate is, but I doubt it he needs to know much more than that.

and;

There is too much direction from the DCM. He directs what we should do, when the squadron should handle the problem.

and;

Something that grates on most teams is micromanagement. MMTS [missile maintenance teams] have officer flight chiefs. All it does is put them in the line of supervisors and, in effect, makes them MMT chiefs. The team chief no longer has the authority to go ahead with a repair but has to get approval from the officer, who usually doesn't know what's going on anyway.

One final theme in supervisory style which parallels the officer competence category is the need
for qualified maintenance officers both at the flight chief and DCM levels.

Discipline

An interesting trend emerged concerning discipline. Most of the comments at each of the three bases considered discipline too lenient, especially concerning job-related discipline. What complaints there were against harsh discipline were related mostly to vehicle infractions, alcohol-related incidents, and other off-the-job matters which seemed insignificant to the respondents. Although inconsistency was not always stated, it was implied by the range of complaints:

Discipline is inconsistent. They will make an example out of a good troop who loses something, and let a total screwup who loses things all the time get by.

When I came in I was afraid not to do what I was told. Now, kids walk all over you.

I was caught with some government property. I was given an article 15, fined $150 a month for 6 months, given a suspended bust to AIC, and put on the control roster. I'm a good worker, and a lot of people went to bat for me. Some of them said the colonel was too hard on me. If he had only given me a letter of reprimand I would probably have ignored it. I feel he did the right thing in being hard.

Work Pressure

Two categories were examined in this subject area, since they were often related to supervisory style. The categories chosen were: requirement for perfection and
length of work day/shift. At all three bases the comments centered around disgust for what they called "nitpicking, insignificant errors" and how the requirement for perfection in that area puts a lot of pressure on technicians and supervisors alike. The long work days, generally twelve to sixteen hours, added to the feelings of pressure from higher management and was generally seen as "chasing green-time" or on-alert time at the expense of morale and job satisfaction.
CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

Chapter I outlined the research objectives of this study. They were:

1. To identify problems in supervision in the SAC ICBM maintenance environment;

2. To gain a greater understanding of problems and of the environment of missile maintenance;

3. To compare these bases concerning their perceptions of problem areas to determine which problems are local and which might be considered force-wide; and

4. To provide a base from which further studies of the problems cited can be carried out or from which policy changes can be initiated.

This chapter discusses the results of this study in terms of the research objectives and provides recommended areas of further study and changes in policy.

Summary of the Results

The results in the last chapter show several things. The frequency distributions of the responses from the three bases show which areas are perceived to be sore points in the area of supervision at each of the three bases. The
overall distribution of responses points out problem areas which are more common to all the bases. Those common areas can be targets for studies or policy changes at the base level and higher, such as Numbered Air Force and SAC. Those areas which are peculiar to one of the bases, or which are less pervasive over the three bases, can be considered targets for concern at the base or organizational level. Areas of concern which were considered overall problems are: supervisory style of the DCM and of higher management within and without the organization; desire to do meaningful, responsible work; the length of the work shift as a source of work pressure; and officer competence. In addition, the frequency distributions show a priority listing of which areas were most important. The problem areas given above are in order of perceived concern. Each base had a different order of concern for problems, yet the principal problem areas seemed to run fairly parallel.

The test for homogeneous distribution showed that the three bases were distributed dissimilarly in their responses concerning the problem categories. This test does not attempt to show more than the fact that there exist significant differences in some areas of concern about supervision between bases. In other words, each base has its own individual problems in addition to problems which are pervasive across the entire sample. For example, Base B considered officer competence a much more
pressing problem than did the other bases, while Base A treated NCO supervisory style with more concern than did the other bases. The Friedman $F_r$ test shows only that there are enough localized problems associated with each base to call them different.

The descriptive summaries were the main thrust of the study. While the frequency distributions pointed out the areas of most concern for each base and the entire sample, the descriptive summaries attempt to identify the specific problem trend within those areas of concern. This type of analysis helps to understand the specific environment and to get a feeling of what the organizational atmosphere is. It also shows where exactly the biggest problems lie in order to conduct further study or to initiate policy changes. For example, the largest overall problem area was the supervisory style of the DCM and higher level management. Within that problem area, micromanagement by all levels of supervision was considered to be the worst problem. The next overall area of emphasis was the desire to do meaningful, responsible work. Within that area, pulling make-work details, waiting for training, and doing work that required a level of expertise below that of the individual doing the work were the trends that characterized that category the most. The length of work shift related to work pressure was the next most frequent category response, yet in this case the trend was only that
the long hours were undesirable and affected family and personal lives as a result of task oriented rather than people oriented management. Officer competence responses were directed at all levels, with junior officers getting the most complaints.

Each base can be treated the same way by using the descriptive summaries. Base A considered DCM and higher management supervisory style the problem area of concern, followed by desire to do meaningful work, length of work-shift, and officer competence as the main supervision problems. Micromanagement, not doing meaningful and challenging work, and long hours were the respective trends in the above categories. Base B considered the same category with most concern as Base A did with the same principal trend, but other trends such as crisis management and lack of qualified maintenance officers were also present. Desire to do meaningful work was next, followed by officer competence. Base C was similar to Base A in its assessment of problems.

How these problems with supervision affect job satisfaction and motivation is important, considering that satisfaction and motivation are important phenomena in missile maintenance production. Micromanagement affects motivation in that autonomy and authority to do a job is eroded at the operative level of the organization. As a result, the authority of an individual to do what it takes
to complete a task is not commensurate with the responsibility placed on him or her for task completion. Lack of meaningful, responsible work affects motivation through lack of objective challenge, perceived meaningfulness, and responsibility feelings for doing an important task. Excessive hours and heavy work pressure lower job satisfaction through disruption of personal lives, anxiety on the job, and perceived lack of consideration by management and supervisors. Lack of officer or supervisory competence erodes job satisfaction through the loss of confidence in the ability of those supervisors to manage and support the efforts of subordinates. As a result of these problems, motivation and job satisfaction in an organization could be affected to the point where the maintenance effort itself could be impeded.

Conclusions

The study attained the research objectives. The frequency analysis identified the principal problem areas of concern for each of the three bases and for the overall sample. The descriptive summaries identified specific problems within each category identified by the frequency analysis. Thus the frequency analysis together with the descriptive summaries identified problems with supervision in the SAC ICBM maintenance field, which was the first research objective.
The second research objective was to gain a greater understanding of the SAC ICBM maintenance environment with regards toward supervision. This objective was attained through the descriptive summaries, which identified the most prevalent trends in each of the problem areas chosen for analysis. Through analysis of each individual statement and the background study of the missile maintenance organization, greater understanding of the missile maintenance supervisor's environment was attained.

The third objective, comparison by base, served to help see how pervasive certain problems were across the missile maintenance field. The sample taken was 50 percent of the six Minuteman missile bases, a significant amount of the total population. The frequency distribution analysis of problem categories pointed out the problems held in common concern by the sampled bases. The Friedman $F_r$ test showed that even though the more significant problem areas were common across the entire sample there were enough individual differences in other categories to say that each base was distributed differently in its concern about individual problems. This does not necessarily weaken the argument for the overall concern about the principal problem areas, since they seemed to agree so strongly from base to base, but rather it shows that each base has its own local problems. A more quantitative study in this area would be appropriate to find the exact degree of difference.
between the bases, but that was not necessary for the purpose of this study.

The last objective, to provide a base for future study and policy changes concerning supervision in the SAC ICBM maintenance field, was accomplished through the identification and, albeit simple, prioritization of problem areas in the frequency analysis and by the more specific identification of problems in the descriptive summary analysis. Some problems were present in enough degree to justify immediate changes in policy, even if it were only a change in supervisory style by a branch chief or flight supervisor. Other problems might require more research, such as a study to find better scheduling methods to eliminate crisis management, schedule deviations, and overly long work shift hours at a base level.

The objectives in this study were qualitatively oriented and the methodology used was deemed appropriate. However, the data used in the research consisted of a snapshot in time when the problems indicated were prevalent. Changes in personnel and supervisors and supervisory styles may have improved or exacerbated situations at any of the three bases sampled. Changes in policy may also have taken place. The value of this study as a picture of what is happening right now may be limited. However, if the study is correct in its finding that micromanagement by all levels of supervision from the
organization to HQ SAC is the most serious problem, then perhaps the policy changes have not been quick in coming and the study still has value as an indicator of the missile maintenance environment.

Recommendations

Notwithstanding the above caveat, several recommendations are appropriate. A study to determine the degree to which micromanagement and other faults in supervisory style inhibit the performance production is needed. Steps to train officers in management and technical backgrounds could help alleviate the problems of micromanagement, crisis management, long hours and unnecessary work pressure, and officer competence and credibility. Steps to inject challenge and meaningfulness into the work could significantly improve satisfaction and motivation. Not a meager recommendation is one that advocates that each new maintenance officer become familiar with his new environment as regards supervision and take active steps to become technically knowledgeable, proficient in management, and active in supervision.
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